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Fed will do ‘whatever it takes’ 
for US economy, says Powell

WASHINGTON: Avoiding any direct reference to
President Donald Trump’s renewed criticism of the Federal
Reserve’s handling of the economy, Fed chief Jerome
Powell said Friday the central bank would do “whatever it
takes” to head off inflation or react to a new crisis.

Trump’s latest attacks, delivered in an interview this
week, meant politics cast a shadow over the highly antici-
pated speech, the highlight of the annual gathering of
global central bankers in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, an idyllic
setting in the American West for serious discussions on
how to manage the economy.

In an address, Powell stayed resolutely focused on the
policy debate and the challenges facing the Fed’s rate-set-
ting Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) and made it
clear officials were focused on
the economic data. “I am confi-
dent that the FOMC would res-
olutely ‘do whatever it takes’
should inflation expectations
drift materially up or down or
should crisis again threaten,” he
said in prepared remarks.

However, he noted the US
economy remained strong and
anyone who wanted a job could
find one, while prices were rising at about the Fed’s target
pace of two percent. 

And “we have seen no clear sign of an acceleration
above two percent, and there does not seem to be an ele-
vated risk of overheating.” As a result, “if the strong
growth in income and jobs continues, further gradual
increases in the target range for the federal funds rate will
likely be appropriate,” Powell said, echoing recent FOMC
statements.

As the US economy has recovered, the Fed has raised
the benchmark lending rate seven times since December
2015, twice this year under Powell, and is expected to hike
again in September and December. But Trump has said ris-
ing interest rates-which tends to strengthen the dollar,
making US exports more expensive-will slow the economy
and offset the impact of the tax cuts he championed.

Trump has repeatedly said he is “not thrilled” with
Powell’s raising of interest rates.

Anchoring inflation 
The president has also repeatedly hammered away

at Fed policy for not supporting faster economic
growth but he went even further this week when he
declined to confirm his support for the central bank’s
independence, something that has the potential to wor-
ry financial markets. Questioning Fed actions is normal-
ly off limits for US politicians, since it could raise fears
central bankers would feel political pressure and fail to
act to head off rising inflation. Powell referenced that in

his speech as well, stressing
the importance of ensuring
that  businesses and con-
sumers do not start to believe
inflation will be allowed to
accelerate, something central
bankers cal l  “anchoring”
inflation expectations.

He said “one overwhelming-
ly important lesson for mone-
tary policymakers: Anchoring
longer-term inflation expecta-
tions is a vital precondition for

reaching all other monetary policy goals.”
So even if factors occur that push prices up or down,

“people expect that inflation will return fairly promptly to
the desired value,” he said.

Fed independence 
The Fed chief has addressed the issue of central bank

independence various times, stressing the need for policy
deliberations to be free of political considerations. Fed
officials “don’t take political considerations into account,”
he said in July. “I’m deeply committed to that approach.”

Asked at the time another bout of Trump critiques,
Powell said “no one in the administration has said anything
to me that really gives me concern on this front.” The
Jackson Hole conference has taken on a mystique since
past Fed chairs, and other central bankers, have occasion-

ally used the event to signal a change in policy. But
Powell’s speech focused squarely on lessons learned in
past economic eras and how to apply them to the current
situation, which he called “challenging.” He also did not
reference Trump’s many trade wars, which central bankers
have pointed to as a potential “consequential risk” to the
economy.

Trump’s willingness to breach norms and attack the
Fed directly worries economists, and prompted extra

scrutiny of the speech. “I was a little surprised that he
left out trade tensions, explicit Fed independence and
even a more detailed discussion of inflation or wage
growth dynamics, instead focusing on long-term fore-
cast ing uncerta int ies ,”  Greg Daco of  Oxford
Economics told AFP.

“His references to the 1970s & a de-anchoring of infla-
tion expectations does however implicitly reflect upon the
importance of an independent Fed.” — AFP

Chief steers
clear of
Trump

criticism

Stocks rally after 
Powell speech, 
oil prices surge
NEW YORK: Global equity market rose on Friday after
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell expressed no
surprises in a key speech outlining a steady course for
monetary policy, while oil prices surged on signs Iran sanc-
tions may constrain worldwide supply.

The benchmark S&P 500 and the Nasdaq hit all-time
highs after Powell’s comments at an annual meeting of cen-
tral bankers did little to change market expectations of an
interest rate hike in September and perhaps again in
December.

The dollar weakened as Powell, speaking in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, said a gradual approach of raising rates
remains appropriate to protect the US economy and keep
job growth as strong as possible with inflation under con-
trol. The dollar index fell 0.58 percent, while the euro and
Japanese yen rose against the greenback. MSCI’s gauge of
stocks across the globe gained 0.55 percent while it’s
emerging market index rose 0.33 percent.

The Fed is very confident in the US economy and Powell
indicated there is no intention of slowing down the Fed’s
rate hikes, said Chris Zaccarelli, chief investment officer at
Independent Advisor Alliance in Charlotte, North Carolina.

“We are seeing some of the more cyclical sectors like
energy, materials, continuing to move higher on the expec-
tation that the Fed is going to let the economy run a little
hot,” Zaccarelli said.

The energy sector jumped 1.19 percent, the most among
the 11 S&P sectors. The materials sector gained 1.41 per-
cent. In Europe, the pan-European FTSEurofirst 300 index
of regional shares closed up a preliminary 0.12 percent.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose
139.04 points, or 0.54 percent, to 25,796.02. The S&P 500
gained 16.57 points, or 0.58 percent, to 2,873.55 and the
Nasdaq Composite added 66.29 points, or 0.84 percent,
to 7,944.75.

Strong economic growth, strong earnings and low inter-
est rates have combined to continue to move the US equity
market higher, said Leo Grohowski, chief investment officer
for BNY Mellon Wealth Management. “The market’s not
cheap, but it’s not as demandingly valued as many think it
should be given that we continue to reach new highs,” he
said. “I’m very encouraged by the market’s ability to look
through the disturbing political headlines of the week.”

US Treasury prices gave back earlier losses after Powell
made the case for further rate increases.

Benchmark 10-year US Treasury notes fell 2/32 in price
to yield 2.828 percent, after rising to 2.850 percent before
Powell’s speech. The yield curve between two-year and 10-
year notes narrowed to 20 basis points, the flattest since
2007. An inverted yield curve in the past has pointed to a
recession will occur within two years. Oil prices surged,
rising almost 2 percent, on signs that Iran sanctions may
limit global supply and that a trade war may not curb
China’s appetite for US crude. — Reuters

FOMC challenges in setting rate in focus

US court orders 
seizure of Citgo 
shares unless 
PDVSA pays
WASHONGTON: A US federal court ordered the
seizure of shares in Venezuelan-owned oil company
Citgo, which will be sold to pay a $1.2 billion settle-
ment to a Canadian mining company unless Caracas
puts up a bond. It was another blow to crisis-battered
Venezuela, which depends on state oil company
PDVSA, which includes Citgo, to fund government
operations.

US District Court Judge Leonard Stark in an order
issued Thursday said, notwithstanding Venezuela’s
appeal of the payment, “if PDVSA wishes to prevent
execution” of the sale it must post a bond.

However, the shares will not be sold until the court
issues a separate order to do so, according to the
documents. The case dates from 2011, when the
Venezuelan government seized a mine earlier award-
ed to Crystallex but failed to repay the company
despite reaching a settlement through an arbitration
panel. The judge rejected PDVSA’s argument that it is
separate from the government in Caracas and should
not be held liable, referring to the company as an
“alter ego” of the government.

The development is more bad news for embattled
government of President Nicolas Maduro, who has
overseen the collapse of the nation’s once-thriving
oil-based economy, which is now in default.

Thousands of Venezuelans flee the country daily,
malnutrition is rife and the International Monetary
Fund said inflation could reach one million percent
this year. PDVSA, once the jewel in the crown of the
nation’s economy, has been hamstrung by debt and
lack of investment that has shrunk output. Losing
Citgo would dry up one of the last remaining sources
of foreign revenue. And even that is already at risk
since a nearly 50 percent stake in Citgo was used as
collateral for a $1.5 billion loan from Russia’s Rosneft
and the rest was used as collateral for government
bonds which Rosneft holds.

In a letter to the court, lawyers for Rosneft said
PDVSA’s shares of Citgo were “100 percent encum-
bered.” PVDSA’s bonds represent 30 percent of
Venezuela’s external debt, which is estimated to be
around $150 billion. — AFP 

Rise in US business 
equipment orders 
points to firm 
investment
WASHINGTON: New orders for key US-made capital
goods increased more than expected in July and growth in
shipments held firm, signaling that business investment
started the third quarter on a strong note. The Commerce
Department said on Friday orders for non-defense capital
goods excluding aircraft, a closely watched proxy for
business spending plans, rose 1.4 percent last month after
an upwardly revised 0.9 percent increase in June.

“That provides further reason to think that overall GDP
has continued to expand at a healthy ... pace,” said Andrew
Hunter, an economist at Capital Economics. Business
spending on equipment is being supported by the Trump
administration’s $1.5 trillion income tax cut package, which
came into effect in January. But there are worries that
trade tensions between the United States and its major

trade partners, including China, Canada, Mexico and the
European Union, could offset the fiscal stimulus.

Economists polled by Reuters had forecast the so-
called core capital goods orders rising 0.4 percent in July

after a previously reported 0.2 percent gain in June. Core
capital goods orders increased 7.2 percent on a year-on-
year basis.

Shipments of core capital goods rose 0.9 percent last
month after an upwardly revised 0.9 percent gain in June.
Core capital goods shipments are used to calculate equip-
ment spending in the government’s gross domestic prod-
uct measurement, so the higher estimate for shipments in
June could contribute to an upward revision of economic
growth in the second quarter.

Yields on US government debt rose modestly after the
data, with investors awaiting a speech by Federal Reserve
Chairman Jerome Powell. US stocks were trading higher
while the dollar was down against a basket of currencies.

Business investment drove about a quarter of eco-
nomic growth in the second quarter. The economy grew
at its fastest pace in the April-June period as consumers
boosted spending and farmers rushed shipments of soy-
beans to China before retaliatory trade tariffs took effect
in early July.

The United States has slapped duties on $50 billion
worth of Chinese goods so far, eliciting the retaliation from
Beijing. Overall orders for durable goods, items ranging
from toasters to aircraft that are meant to last three years
or more, fell 1.7 percent in July as volatile demand for civil-
ian aircraft fell. — Reuters

NEW YORK: US orders for non-defense capital goods excluding
aircraft, a closely watched proxy for business spending plans,
rose 1.4 percent last month after an upwardly revised 0.9 per-
cent increase in June.

Investors ignore 
Trump support for 
Italy, yield premium 
over Spain soars
ROME: Italian bond yields matched their highest level over
Spain since 2012 on Friday as the economic and fiscal tra-
jectories of the two countries diverge and investors
ignored supportive comments for Italy from US President
Donald Trump.

Concerns over Italy’s burgeoning deficit have spooked
bond investors and ratings agencies while Spain has made
progress in controlling public finances.

On Friday, a flareup between Italy’s government and the
European Commission over migrants also renewed con-
cerns about Rome’s relationship with the EU.

Deputy Prime Minister Luigi Di Maio repeated threats
to suspend EU funds over the distribution of migrants
waiting to disembark from a ship docked in an Italian port.

Italy’s bond yields rose 4-7 basis points across the
curve with the 10-year government bond reaching 3.14
percent, its highest level in a week. Italian risk perform-
ance continues to diverge from the rest of southern
Europe, and the spread of Italian 10-year bonds over
Spain reached 174 bps, matching their highest level over
Spain since 2012.

“Many investors fear the fiscal outlook for Italy will
deteriorate, whereas for Spain it has brightened as seen in

the ratings upgrades,” said ING strategist Martin van Vliet.
“It is also worrying that Salvini is talking about market
attacks and economic attacks, it is reminiscent of (Turkish
President) Erdogan,” he added.

Italian Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini said this
week the government would stand up to any market
attacks or debt downgrades that may come its way. The
move higher in Italian yields follows a brief respite on
Friday after a report that US President Donald Trump had
offered Italy to help with its public debt.

Strategists struggled to make sense of Il Corriere della
Sera’s report that Trump had told Italian Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte at a meeting in Washington in July that
the United States was ready to help Italy with its debt
next year.

“This is clearly dominating headlines this morning and it
probably explains the pop at the open, but traders who
look into the details of this should be quick to fade the
move,” said Commerzbank’s head of rates strategy
Christoph Rieger.

“I would be cautious though as the US has no sover-
eign wealth fund and neither the US Treasury nor the Fed
have any mandate for such interventions.”

Markets will listen closely to a speech by Federal
Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell later on Friday after min-
utes from the US central bank’s most recent meeting
showed that further interest rate hikes are likely soon.

But the anticipation of Powell’s speech barely moved
US Treasuries on Thursday as expectations that the Fed
will hike rates in September remained stable. German
bunds remain off recent lows at 0.35 percent after
Eurozone PMIs failed to excite yesterday. Recent data has
shown all sectors of the German economy grew in the sec-
ond quarter. — Reuters

WASHINGTON: In this file photo, Jerome Powell arrives to takes the oath of office as he is sworn-in as the new
Chairman of the Federal Reserve (FED) at the Federal Reserve Building in Washington, DC. —  AFP

Siemens denies 
plan for mass 
job cuts
FRANKFURT: German industrial conglomerate Siemens
denied Friday a media report that it would cut thousands
of jobs as part of a massive restructuring plan.

“The report claiming that 20,000 jobs are to be cut... is
completely unfounded”, the firm said in a statement.
Business monthly Manager Magazin’s online edition
reported Thursday that Siemens chief executive Joe
Kaeser had told an investors’ roadshow this month that
20,000 administrative jobs could become superfluous
under the group’s “Vision 2020+” strategy.

“We do not follow the reasoning behind the figures

named in the magazine article. No statements of this kind
were made,” Siemens responded.

Under the Vision 2020+ scheme, individual businesses
within the sprawling Siemens empire-whose products
range from gas turbines and trains to industrial robots and
medical scanners-will have more freedom to set their own
priorities. The group hopes the plan will help boost rev-
enue and profitability. “The newly formed Operating
Companies are currently working on the detailed planning.
There are no plans for a company-wide cost-cutting pro-
gram initiated by Siemens headquarters,” Siemens said.

Munich-based Siemens has already weathered outrage
this year after announcing it would slash 7,000 jobs at its
power and gas division. German workers successfully bat-
tled to save plants in the capital Berlin and in Goerlitz, on
the border with Poland. As well as denying plans for mass
layoffs, Siemens said it would add some 10,000 jobs to its
Internet of Things unit by 2025.  The group currently
employs almost 380,000 people around the world. — AFP

NEW YORK: Traders work on the floor of the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) on Friday in New York City. Led by gains in
technology and energy companies, the Dow closed up 133
points or 0.5 percent for the day.  — AFP


